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ARTICLE THE FIRST: General Overview

The D’Vida Private Society (hereinafter “Society”) has been created by the Private Instrument of  

Establishment and Articles of  Creation as a Royal Prerogative Decree by His Majesty David 

Joel, pursuant to the principles of  His Proclamation of  Peace and Sovereign Integrity (hereinafter 

“Proclamation”). The Society has been established as the proper domain of  the Living Ekklesia of  the 

People, within the jurisdiction of  the Kingdom of  David, cognized as the Ecclesiastical Body Politic 

therein. Therefrom, the Members of  the Society have come together to form the D’Vida Private 

Contract Association (hereinafter “Association” or “PCA”) as a private covenant of  association for the 

principles and purposes as herein set forth and for the fulfillment of  the Mission Purpose of  the Society. 

All Living Beings who accept the Offer of  Sanctuary, Protections, and Immunities from His Majesty 

David Joel have thereby engaged a solemn and sacred trust in contract form that establishes their entry 

into the Society and the Association pursuant to and in agreement with these Articles of  Association.

ARTICLE THE SECOND: Principles

The foundational principles of  the Society and Association are as follows, and establish 

a covenant of  Mutual Benefit amongst the Members and an affirmation of  these 

principles as guidelines for living in Peace and Sovereign Integrity as a worldwide Society. 

1. We regard All Life as Sacred and retain the highest level of  respect for the Sovereign Integrity of  all 

Living Beings1 and all living things and systems of  the Earth.

2. We honor the Life Force in all Living Beings and exalt the Sanctity of  All Life.

3. We recognize that we have been entangled in a matrix of  legal and monetary debt and that the very 

nature of  such entanglement has placed us in a commercial battlefield, which in turn keeps us in a 

continuous state of  war.

 

1 We use the phrase “Living Beings” to replace human beings, as the latter carries a connotation in Law that stipulates that a “human being” is 
a monster and one without inheritable blood. In simple terms this means that a human being cannot inherit land. If  one cannot inherit land, 
then one is a landless serf  or peasant and thereby has no standing in Law. Our primary purpose is to guide each other back to the standing 
on the Land that returns the power of  the Law to the People. Thus, we use Living Beings that as well connotes that we are on the Land of  the 
Living, and not “lost at sea” in the sea of  commerce (debt, bondage). 
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4. Thus, we strive in all our actions to Go to Peace, to lay down the implements of  war and to do this 

we must leave the battlefield and stand in Peace and Sovereign Integrity.

5. Going to Peace means looking within ourselves to see where we have allowed ourselves to go to war 

in all its methods and permutations. This includes so much more than the usual concepts of  war 

and violent clashes between armies.  It includes the fact that the entire world system of  money and 

commerce is actually designed as a field of  battle, thus indicating that we effectively “go to war” every 

day of  our lives when we use the commercial paper that we call money in the Matrix systems.  Thus, 

we must strive to remove ourselves from the bondage of  debt and death in those systems and return 

to Life.  In order to do so we accept full Self-Responsibility for our actions, including all that we have 

created in our lives thus far, so that we do not project blame outside of  ourselves.  We recognize 

that as a result of  the way this world has been constructed thus far, including influences of  family, 

media, social engineering, political ideology and much more, that we have created an internal “enemy 

construct” within ourselves, that is often projected outside of  ourselves onto some externally perceived 

“enemy”, which is ultimately how Mankind has been controlled through divide and conquer and the 

impetus to go to war.  Now, we are striving to heal ourselves and Go to Peace within, so that we can 

manifest Peace in the world. 

6. We define LIFE as Living In Full Expression. This means that we bring the entirety of  who 

we are here, into this Life, and live our lives to the fullest, in joy and gratitude, and we join 

with our fellow Members to transform our lives and revivify all of  life here in this world.

7. We are committed to the universal path of  Peace. We commit to Ourselves and to each other to live 

every day to the fullest and to plant the seeds of  Peace everywhere we walk on this path of  Peace.  

This includes recognizing the diversity of  expression of  all the People in the world, honoring those 

expressions, and celebrating the Sovereign Integrity of  all Living Beings. 

8. We honor all paths of  faith and practice that each chooses to pursue in their return to wholeness, while 

at the same time we commit to the intention to lift the veils of  illusion that have blinded our eyes and 

closed our ears from seeing and hearing the truth of  our existence and our relationship to all of  life 

and to the cosmos.
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9. We recognize in each other the divine spark of  life force that comes to us as the Gift of  Life, endowed 

from our Source as Divine Principal, however each chooses to see, understand, and define their 

relationship with Source and Creation; in essence, we understand that we are all One in the Unity of  

Life, and we walk the path of  Union and Communion with all who have chosen to walk this path into 

Life. 

ARTICLE THE THIRD: Venue and Jurisdiction

Venue shall be derived from the People, the Ekklesia, which is defined as the Body of  the Congregation, 

the Living Body. This Congregation of  the People has set themselves apart by walking out of  the bondage 

of  Babylon and removing the shackles of  the Matrix. We, the People, as the Ekklesia, have taken back the 

Law of  the Land, and in so doing have reclaimed our inherent status of  Sovereign Integrity, standing on the 

Land. We remove all the illusions of  the Matrix by declaring that we do not consent to the absurdities of  a 

world system that is self-evident in its agenda to destroy all of  Life and to bind the People to its false Cult of  

Death. Jurisdiction shall be the Court of  the Ekklesia pursuant to the Articles of  Establishment of  The 

Ecclesiastical Court for the Kingdom of  David.

ARTICLE THE FOURTH: Articles of Association

The Association is an integral part of  D’Vida Private Society, which in turn has been established as 

the Sovereign Body Politic of  Living Beings within the Kingdom of  David. All participants are Members 

of  the Society and PCA by their acceptance of  the offer of  Sanctuary, Protections, and Immunities put 

forth by His Majesty David Joel, as the Crown Sovereign of  the Kingdom, by and through His Royal 

Proclamation of  Peace and Sovereign Integrity (henceforth “Proclamation”). The Society stands as 

a Sovereign Body Politic and does not in any way establish any sort of  subjugation or vassalage relationship 

to the Crown or Kingdom, or any other religious or political body or order, and is firmly established within 

the venue and jurisdiction of  the Court of  the Ekklesia as set forth hereinabove. The following constitutes 

the Articles of  Association for the Society and PCA. Acceptance of  the Offer of  Contract pursuant to the 

Proclamation by any Living Being establishes his or her acceptance and commitment to adherence to the 

following Articles of  Association.
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1. The Society is styled as a Mutual Benefit Society and is only available for access and use to Members 

in good standing in D’Vida Private Society. By agreeing to these articles one becomes a general 

Member of  the PCA.

2. The PCA provides its Members with educational content, media, live and interactive communications, 

and other forms of  community development, including the set of  documents known as Individual 

Mandate of  Non-Consent Pack (henceforth “IM Documents”). The PCA does not provide legal or 

accounting advice and does not operate in commerce or the public.

3. The purpose of  the Society is for Living Beings to come together in mutual support and benefit to 

assist each other in learning, understanding, and applying the purposes of  the IM Documents, and for 

other valuable purposes now set forth in the website at https://proclamationofpeace.org (hereinafter 

“website”), and to be further developed in the future for the benefit of  the Members. 

4. The PCA adheres to and is in strict conformance to the principles and tenets of  the venue, jurisdiction, 

and law form of  the Kingdom of  David and the judicial forum of  The Ecclesiastical Court 

for the Kingdom of  David, for the People and the Land. By and through strategic alliance 

partnerships, the Society and PCA enjoy access to educational content that in turn provides Members 

with knowledge, insight, and understanding that each may apply as he or she deems appropriate and 

proper for his or her individual and private affairs.

5. The use and/or application of  any information and understanding gleaned from the curriculum of  

the educational resources is strictly the responsibility of  each Member, and all Members agree to hold 

harmless and indemnify the Society, the PCA, the Crown, and the Kingdom, all society members, 

associates, boards of  directors, and other associated parties from any claim that may result from such 

use.

6. As a Mutual Benefit Society the PCA strictly adheres to the principle that all Members are there 

within and as the Body Politic of  the Living Ekklesia to assist and support each other in their pursuit 

of  solutions in their lives, to step into Life as prosperous, productive, healthy, and free Members of  

https://proclamationofpeace.org
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the Society and PCA, and the world at large. All Members commit to the principle that they shall not 

purposefully cause harm to themselves, each other, the Society, the Kingdom, or the world at large, 

and shall utilize the contents herein for peaceful and productive purposes to be part of  building a 

sustainable world that is best for all Living Beings and supports all Life on Planet Earth. Each Member 

commits to work in harmony with other Members and the world population in general to stand as 

living examples of  the principles as herein set forth and as set forth in the Proclamation, to work 

forward to bring Peace to our world, and to honor and respect the Sovereign Integrity of  all Living 

Beings and all of  Life. 

7. Should any harm be caused inadvertently or by intentional acts by a Member by or with the 

applications of  knowledge and awareness gained within the Society and PCA, the Member shall 

immediately apologize for such harm to the offended party(ies) and seek to redress and correct the 

mistakes and results caused therefrom.

8. Should any harm or issue come about between Members that requires resolution, the Members 

agree to submit such issues to a board of  arbitration within The Ecclesiastical Court for the 

Kingdom of  David, through one or more of  the Combined Courts therein, and to do so in Honor, 

Integrity, and Respect for all concerned. All Members of  the Society agree that the venue for dispute 

resolution or court action shall be the Court of  the Ekklesia, and that any jury derived for lawful 

purposes therein shall be from the venue of  the Members worldwide, but shall be chosen locally when 

available, or from a larger regional pool electronically should the circumstances warrant, and said jury 

shall be considered as any Member’s peers. 

9. If  any harm is caused by a Member, whether inadvertent or by intent, the venue and jurisdiction for 

resolution shall be within The Ecclesiastical Court for the Kingdom of  David, in one or several 

of  the Combined Courts thereof, as required.

10. All standard universal principles of  non-disclosure shall apply to the materials and content of  the 

Society and PCA, and all Members agree to not expose the private content thereof  to non-Members 

and shall not attempt to sell or convey such content for profit or gain.
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11. By their entry into and use of  the Society and its contents and materials, every Member of  the 

Society agrees, understands, consents, and affirms that all written materials, audio and visual content, 

conversations, discussions or other communications spoken, written or otherwise transferred and or 

received, are not legal or tax advice, legal or tax instruction, or otherwise in any way construed to 

be such. The Members agree and understand that any and all such audio/video material, paper 

work, or oral instruction given and/or received or otherwise disseminated by any Member of  the 

Society is done ONLY at the voluntary participation of  the Members and only for the development of  

knowledge and understanding as to the available rights, remedies, and other solutions to the Members’ 

personal and private affairs, and that such are undertaken and conveyed solely as part of  the mutual 

benefit principles of  the Private Contract Association, and are to be applied by each individual as 

per their own personal self-responsibility in choice and application thereof.  The Law of  Contracts is 

paramount in all matters with respect to these Articles of  Association. 

12. The Members understand and agree that all activities of  the PCA are private and not of  a commercial 

nature or in the public venue. The Members have voluntarily sought out the Society, PCA, and 

Kingdom of  David for assistance because of, in, or for situations each Member has solely encountered 

by their own actions. Every Member understands that the conditions of  their public, commercial, 

financial, or other affairs are the result of  their own actions and take full responsibility as such, 

and shall not blame or accuse any other Member as being responsible for their lives or the results of  

any actions or situations previously undertaken. All Members affirm that they undertake any and all 

decisions or actions as a result of  the content and materials of  the PCA and Society pursuant to their 

own self-directed choice and personal responsibility and are fully and wholly responsible for any 

and all results obtained thereby, and by accepting these articles and membership into the Society and 

PCA affirm and agree to hold harmless and indemnify all Members, office holders, directors, or other 

holders of  positions of  trust and responsibility, against any claim of  harm or liability.
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ARTICLE THE FIFTH: Disputes and Settlements 

All Members of  the Society and PCA agree that any and all disputes that arise in any matter connected 

to the activities and affairs of  the Society, concerning two or more Members, or associated entities, bodies 

politic, or other societies shall be settled within the venue and jurisdiction of  the Court of  the Ekklesia, 

either solely or in conjunction with one or more of  the other Combined Courts of  The Ecclesiastical 

Court for the Kingdom of  David, and further agree that any orders or settlement agreements ensuing 

therefrom shall be binding upon all involved Members.  All parties agree that all disputes shall be settled 

peaceably and take as binding the conclusions of  the jury or board of  arbitration that hears the matter. 

ARTICLE THE SIXTH: Mission and Purpose

The Mission of  D’Vida Private Society and Private Contract Association is to provide the Members 

thereof  access to any and all functions, services, education, and whatsoever other benefits intended for the 

People or their Societies (Bodies Politic) within the Purpose and Intention of  the Kingdom of  David 

in furthering the processes of  healing and peaceful transformation that lies as the foundational intent of  

the Kingdom. This includes the a priori purpose of  providing the Sanctuary, Protections, and Immunities 

conveyed by the Will of  His Majesty David Joel as expressed in His Royal Proclamation of  Peace and 

Sovereign Integrity. It is the Mission and Purpose of  the Society to stand as a Sovereign Ecclesiastical 

(of  the Ekklesia) Body Politic, as the Living Body of  all Men, Women, and Children who choose to claim 

each of  their own sovereign Rights and to lead free, abundant, prosperous, healthy, and purposeful lives 

of  Honor, Integrity, and Respect. Through such works, acts, and deeds as each member pursuant to his or 

her own sovereign capacity, or collectively in any number constituting a Body Politic of  two or more, the 

Society and PCA, and the Members thereof, intend to fulfill these purposes and to be a force of  change 

and transformation in this world, and be leaders in promoting, establishing, and building peaceful solutions 

for all of  Mankind, and to see all environmental systems of  the world returned to their original pristine 

condition so that all of  Creation can rejoice in this intended purpose and the fulfillment thereof.
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ARTICLE THE SEVENTH: A Universal Sacred Trust

The D’Vida Private Society and D’Vida Private Contract Association as Body Politic (Ekklesia) 

shall now and forever stand as a Sacred Trust established on Universal Principles as set forth in these 

Articles and in all other materials issued by the Society and the Kingdom of  David. This Trust has been 

established to embody the inheritance of  all Peoples of  this world, in equal measure, in equitable balance, 

and in lawful completion, as the Word and the Law has stated shall be fulfilled and realized in our lifetimes. 

The beneficiaries of  this Trust are the current and all future generations so that the wealth and resources 

and abundance that shall accrue herein to the Living Body of  the Ekklesia shall be styled and acted upon as 

a Multi-Generational Legacy Trust to be held in stewardship and perpetual existence, without hindrance or 

limitation or outside authoritative controls by any government, body politic, corporation, religious institution, 

or any other entity external to the Living Will, Purpose, and Intent of  the Living Beings who now and shall 

forever be seen as the beneficiaries of  this Trust, which shall follow the Maxim of  Equity that states: “The 

True Owner [of  a trust or estate] is the Beneficiary or Beneficiaries.”

ARTICLE THE EIGHTH: 
Acceptance of Trust, Equitable Interests, and Beneficial Rights

These Articles set forth the ideals of  this Society and Association. It is the responsibility of  the Members 

to build the substance of  the purposes as herein set forth. Each shall act in consideration of  the mutual 

benefits for all Members individually in balance and equipoise to and with the consideration for the greater 

good of  the whole, while maintaining, preserving, and protecting the individual Equitable Interests and 

Beneficial Rights pursuant to the Maxim of  Equity that sees the Beneficiaries of  a trust or estate as the True 

Owners. As the True Owners of  this Legacy Trust we are now building, it is incumbent upon us to preserve 

and protect this most precious gift of  Life for all future generations. We are the generation that is here to 

shift history and establish a new foundation for a new story, not history any more, but Our Story. We have 

established D’Vida Private Society as the story builders of  a new dispensation on Planet Earth, one built 

on Peace and Sovereign Integrity for all Living Beings and Things.
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Many protocols and benefits shall emerge in and accrue to this Body Politic to build this new story. As 

the True Owners holding Equitable Interests and Beneficial Rights to the inheritance of  the Ages, many 

responsibilities shall rest on our shoulders and in our hearts. This will be chronicled in months and years 

to come. The harvest of  such Interests and Rights shall be the building of  lives of  Honor, Integrity, and 

Respect for everyone in this world, utilizing the benefits of  such interests without abuse or over consumption, 

so that the values we have inherited and the values we create shall build a future of  equity for all future 

generations. It is our fundamental principle and intent that we enjoy the fruits of  our endeavors, enjoying 

while preserving the inheritance of  the past and building the valuable creations of  the future, in harmony 

and balance, for those alive today and all in the many tomorrows to come.


